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Recommended Citation
H + H -- post-conference

Thank you notes: Charlie Daniels, Tim Thienigke's Library Staff Justice.

*GLAD* (GEM) President Caroline, S.E.C. -- Tim Eshreto

From letter: Thank you to participants? [Opinions for criticism?]

**RT** Book G. Neil Token

Projects: 1. What can happened to materials solicited re service offerings dealing with sexuality?
2. What happened to an old discussion of an open campus - should we participate in orientation? Should we generate a statement of purpose to the Gay Academic Union?
3. At what point should we start to organize and plan next year's conference?
4. Can organizing from this year put together a portfolio of #3, and details to Knollenberg for whoever is organizing the conference next year? Can we start to get funding now if the idea is to bring more people from outside? Focus? (More money?)
5. Could we start to take minutes of H + H meeting? History? Video tape (what can we get from?) Should we advertise its availability in library? (Program attached) [ARCHIVES]

1. 6. Anne editorial in Namibian Times?
7. It's obviously time to form a coalition again.
8. Protest group, power, soap, Art Group + to plan a joint project.
9. Film series? Re-view OUTLOOKS?
10. Safe zone/sticker: passive.
Conference/Symposium -

what went wrong: only 3 to a panel now

emphasize time limit

PLENARY needs to be organized (start early)

1/ read question?

2/ organize plenary: send a concisely formulated set of questions/issues to participants, invite them to respond 5-10 mins - then discuss - is audience

Hand out to audience original set of questions/issues.